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Animal Spirits, art-based brand which creates tools for individual action in the public space, has presented within the prestigious
framework of Ventura Future, its latest capsule collection: Aphrodisia.
Following the Milano Design Week 2018, Animal Spirits, will continue with a new exhibition within DESIGN.VE, The Biennial
Design Walks Through Venice / May 23rd > June 17th 2018 during the Biennale Architecture.
During this occasion, to the visitors will be offered an immersive experience in a Venetian interior to discover the performative
core of the collection.
Furthermore during the opening days (May 23rd-27th) a performance will be previewed as an exclusive symposium for 7 guests
in collaboration with Fucina Supper Club. Inspired by Plato’s symposium, the performance mixes food design and mythology, and
concretely makes use of some collection pieces in order to experience an expanded concept of “Erotica” as the “art of intensifying
relationships and inflaming the body and mind”.
Each piece of Aphrodisia constitutes a fragment of a bigger narration in which the spaces, rituality and private actions usually
belonging to the domestic sphere, become moments to empower the body, to consolidate friendships catalyzing new visions in
which political imagination (political as in belonging to the polis, the community) becomes an erotic act.
The aim of the collection is to transform the home environment into a gymnasium—the ancient Greek location dedicated to the
physical and philosophical training of the individual for public life, but also a venue to cultivate political and erotic relationships.
Intensity, beauty and narration intersect respectively in order to prepare each animal spirit for action.

DESIGN.VE
Campiello del Cristo, Sestr. Castello 3205, Venezia

May 23rd- June 17th

(Opening performance May 23rd-27th)
The Symposium duration is about 1 hour, reservation is mandatory. Click here for all the infos.

APHRODISIA | CIRCLE
A wrestling mat inspired by the greco-roman wrestling mat, which transforms the living room into a new space, in which
to train your imagination and challenge your limits. A story with the “dazzling light of glory” at its center, like a mirror in
which to see your own reflection.
A furnishing to ignite your floor like an Olympic gold medal, an entirely handcrafted product made with a low-warp loom
and finished with precious raw copper inserts.
It is designed to host two or more animal spirits that desire to strengthen their friendship through mutually challenging
each other to overcome common visions.
concept, design Mali Weil
development Materia Critica
production Manifact Weaving - Isabella Micati + Navarini Rame
virgin wool, copper
225x225 cm

APHRODISIA | MOTHERLODE
Wear intensity and style it as a sign of recognition among animal spirits.
An explosion in pure gold, handcrafted, wrapped around the fingers
like taping in a fight.
Along with the jewellery, buyers will receive the .cad file of the product,
allowing them to autonomously 3D print up to seven copies, enlarging
their circle of animal spirits.

concept Mali Weil
jewel design Matteo Bagna per Animal Spirits
production Cristino Martinelli
18kt gold

APHRODISIA | CONSPIRACY

APHRODISIA | COLLISION

“Every firm friendship knows a little bit of conspiracy.”

Collision is a set of six plant-based cosmetic oils made exclusively for Aphrodisia, in
a mixer made from brushed-copper with a marble base.
Combining the six oils, each with their own properties, results in exclusive blends
suitable for different body parts. The kit comes with narrative suggestions such as
mixtures for “Extreme dreaming”, “Be the radiant exception”, or “Shoot your action
like a flaming arrow”, but the blends are totally flexible and customisable, according
to an adaptable cosmetic principle.
The blending goblet is designed to be held in the hand, so that the high thermal
conductivity of the copper warms the oil to body temperature.
Collision transforms a moment of personal care into a two-person ritual to prepare
for action, igniting the body and focusing the mind.

Conspiracy is a dinner set designed to transform the convivial
moment of supper into a symposium, where friendships and diverse
political ideas mutually intensify until the point of fury, through the art
of conversation. Inspired by Plato’s Symposium, the perfect example
of a banquet where eros and politics combine, Mali Weil has designed
a universal table utensil that can turn itself into a weapon if necessary.
An incendiary conversation. A burning imagination. A friendship so
intense that it is able to rewrite the future. These are the ingredients of
the Animal Spirits banquet.
concept, design Mali Weil
production Fabrizio Baroni + Navarini Rame
copper, tin
27x3,5x2 cm

concept,design Mali Weil + Luigi Miori
cosmetic design Luigi Miori per Animal Spirits
development Materia Critica
production Areaderma + Navarini Rame
6 (political) body oils
copper, marble, cobalt glass bottle
22x16,5x3 cm

APHRODISIA | COMPLICITY
Aphrodisia is completed by the lamp Complicity, presented at Ventura Future for the first time.
It exists as applique, suspension or as abat-jour.
The pivotal element remains the copper circle present in all other items in the collection. In this case it is combined
with Murano glass art, strengthening the connection with previous narratives. Light, heat, energy and conductivity are
conveyed through a glowing vein and an excess of light, capturing in copper and glass that moment when individual
action reaches its completion and the consequences shine into public space.
The small and versatile abat-jour represents the smallest unit of luminosity. It’s also possible to combine up to 9 units
into a lighting system, to narrate the fullness of brightness and energy produced by individual actions blended into a
collective action. A triumph of light and color that lets the imagination glow.
concept, design Mali Weil
development Granfo Lampadari
production Nicola Moretti Murano + Navarini Rame
Cobalt glass, copper, brass, led strip
diam. 58/18 cm

ANIMAL SPIRITS
animal-spirits.it
Animal Spirits* is an art-based brand: it creates products, experiences and mythologies that enhance the capacity of
individual action in the public space.
It is conceived as a series of capsule collections in constant evolution, limited editions of customisable products with a
strong narrative and symbolic elements, able to transform the imagination of its owner into that of a political animal ready
for action. Aesthetic care, quality materials and a tight relationship with the artisans makes up the renowned “made in Italy”
value.
Animal Spirits integrates design research with artistic research on performance and political thinking. It develops the idea
of “performative object”: an object that blends use with a narrative function and during the lifetime of its owner, extends the
fleeting performance in which it is presented. The tools of Animal Spirits challenge the individual to act beyond their bodily,
cultural and political limits, transforming the usage experience into an everyday ritual.
Started in 2013 as artistic project, and subsequently transformed into a brand, Animal Spirits is based at Centrale Fies, Art
Work Space in Trentino Alto-Adige, Italy; however, it can be found in temporary or pop-up form at events, festivals and in many
cities, including upon invitation.
The creative director is Mali Weil.
[* Animal Spirit: term created by J. M. Keynes. It describes the demonic personification of an ancestral force
driving the individual to take action, without reasoning about profit or loss issues nor taking into consideration
pros and cons. By extension: each individual being aware of his/her role in taking political action.]

MALI WEIL
maliweil.org

Artistic platform founded by Elisa Di Liberato, Lorenzo Facchinelli and Mara Ferrieri.
Through layered projects that range from design to art, from performance to editorials, from set ups to
to audio-visual formats, it develops a research focused on those dynamics that operate the diffusion of
political imaginaries and lateral thinking.

PRESS OFFICE

carmela@camicomunicazione.com | +39 333 3285208
animal-spirits.it
IG @stayanimal
FB @AnimalSpiritstheBrand
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